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Creativity in Business
Inspiring Innovation: Generating Growth

GOALS:
• Assist clients in increasing innovation capacity by needs identification, 

enhanced communication and joint decision-making.
• Design and implement workshops, seminars and programs that result in de-

monstrable behaviour changes on the job.
• Enter into collaborative relationships in which responsibility is shared 

with the client, skills are transferred to the client and dependence on us is 
gradually diminished to the point of disengagement.

• Accept only short-term, valued-added consulting engagements with spe-
cific results-based objectives and measurements that will be fee-based.

• Provide six month and one year followup.

EXPERTISE:
• Business Design
• Values-Based Leadership
• Branding: From the Inside Out
• Corporate Storytelling and Social Media
• Generational Diversity
• Succession Planning
• ReVisioning Retirement
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Dr. Grant is a strategist and 

organizational designer 

whose work is grounded in 

corporate story as a tool for 

transformation. Her goal is 

aimed at increasing the 

ability of individuals, teams 

and organizations to 

discover untapped potential 

to leverage innovation.  She 

works with a range of 

approaches and techniques, 

with an emphasis on 

experiential learning and 

applicability to real life 

challenges and aspirations.

A passionate teacher and 

stimulating speaker, Ginger 

inspires and motivates oth-

ers to identify and pursue 

their own unique paths. She 

is the only Canadian in the 

consultant team for the Stanford Business School “Creativity and Business” 

program. Ginger is the Managing Partner of Creativity in Business Canada 

Inc. and a Professor of Marketing and Innovation at Sheridan Institute of 

Technology.  Author of Re-Visioning the Way We Work, her latest book, 

Finding Your Creative Core was published in April 2009. 
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Popular Topics
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Creativity in Business

Focus: What are the 
barriers to creativity and 
innovation in your or-
ganization? How do you 
overcome them? What 
is your core ideology? 
This session explores 
your ability to innovate 
and you will practice 
techniques to enhance 
your own natural crea-
tive ability. By sharpen-
ing your creative edge, 
you will develop tools 
for transformation to 
top performing teams 
and maintaining enthu-
siasm and full engage-
ment in the workplace. 

The Stanford Creativity in Business program has a 30 year track record of 
building creativity and innovation in both people and organizations. This 
session will explore its unique approach to all areas of your life - both pro-
fessional and personal. As a leader, you will be able to recognize what 
drives your people and connect those drives to corporate objectives.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• you will enhance your ability to suspend judgement and overcome barriers 

to the creative process
• recognize the key factors required for personal creativity
• increase your confidence in your creative abilities
• use the four tools of creative thinking established at the Stanford Business 

School in the “Creativity in Business” program
• learn how to apply a series of creative techniques at work
• develop strategies and retention plans for key employees using a creative 

focus
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Your Corporate Story

Even when corporate values are articulated, they often do not lead to aligned 
behaviours. Part of what is missing is example: walking the talk and providing 
meaningful examples for employees at all organizational levels. Part of what is 
also missing is a meaningful way to create shared passion for corporate values. 
The use of narrative, or storytelling sets examples, inspires, and elicits stories in 
response --- in other words, shared passion and aligned values. In this work-
shop, you will learn how to become an effective organizational storyteller by:

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• recognize the tacit values of your organization in your corporate stories
• understand the relationship of corporate values, behaviours and corpo-

rate stories through the constructive power of authenticity
• practice a fourfold coaching model that applies not only to storytelling 

but to coaching and mentoring
• give and receive feedback to enhance your natural storytelling strengths
• learn how to use a storyboard
• prepare and leave with a storyboard for corporate strategy
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Branding: From the Inside Out

Focus: Branding is a 
buzzword that is fre-
quently misunder-
stood. A true brand is 
one that provides and 
enhances customer 
experience. It is the 
essence or what we 
call the “core” of who 
you are and what you 
do. Your brand is your 
ideology: some have 
called it your corpo-
rate religion. To iden-
tify the essence of 
your product or serv-
ice, an archetypal or 
depth psychological 
approach is invaluable 
in locating and elabo-
rating on brand expe-
rience of both your 
internal and external 
customers. Your 
brand must be an-

chored internally before it will be fully effective externally. This session will provide a 
foundation for fully living your brand from the inside out.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• identify your organization’s appropriation of cultural meaning in operational meta-

phors
• isolate brand symbols and translate them into both language and behaviour
• understand the importance of your internal brand in aligning your corporate culture
• enhance employee engagement through internal brand extension
• use the four tools of creative thinking to extend your brand
• use your brand as a pivotal planning tool for both short term and long term strategy
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Tapping the Power of Generational Diversity

Focus: We have four (and almost five!) competing generations in the workforce – all of 
which have a different value system. Miscommunication, confusion and conflict arise 
when people of different generations or cultures work together. How then do you opti-
mize team performance? Understanding your own cultural and generational assump-
tions and communication style is the first step. This workshop will show you how to es-
tablish a cultural/generational framework by which managers can enhance the creative 
effects of generational diversity.  The use of archetypal keys unlocks the door in under-
standing the differences across generations.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• understand the motives of those you seek to lead
• understand how your own behaviour contributes to team performance
• develop ability to recognize opportunities and avoid pitfalls in generational diversity
• focus on key challenges and formulate a challenge statement to focus efforts
• discover how to work with the science of archetypal keys and cultural memes
• gain new insight into the people issues that effect business outcomes
• set specific goals to help you navigate five generations in the workforce
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Re-Visioning the Way We Work
A Heroic Journey
Focus: To succeed as a leader you 
must have both vision and focus. 
Leaders are the power engines of an 
organization and as such, drive eco-
nomic growth. What are the links be-
tween corporate culture and key or-
ganizational objectives? How do your 
vision and values translate into meas-
urable outcomes? If an organization’s 
success depends on the talents of its 
people, senior executives must find 
ways to invest in human capital. One 
way to do this is by creating the right 
environment for valued employees. In 
this session, you will gain insight into 
the journey required to move toward 
design-driven and innovation leader-
ship. 

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• the importance of pattern recognition 
• the need to take a design-driven approach in order to retain valuable human capital 

and increase productivity
• the importance of building a collaborative organizational culture
• the need for analytics: measurement of your corporate culture and the success of 

your efforts
• why common values and an environment of trust provide an fast track to an effective 

brand and competitive advantage
• avoid the most common cultural traps that drive an organization down

A lucid gateway to Joseph Campbell’s monomyth of the 
hero’s journey, particularly as it can be applied to one’s 
career. Ginger Grant is an excellent of this invaluable but 
sometimes rather difficult body of work. I recommend 
her highly.

-William Gibson
best-selling author of Pattern Recognition 
and Neuromancer
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Finding Your Creative Core

Focus: In hard economic times, the ability to enhance creativity and innovation 
in any organization are of primary importance. What are the barriers to personal 
creativity and innovation in your organization? How do you overcome them?  By 
finding and developing your creative core - the source of the imagination.

By sharpening your creative edge, you can develop collaborative tools for trans-
formation towards top performing teams and maintaining enthusiasm and full 
engagement in the workplace. Using techniques from the science of memetics 
and visual analytics, a presentation style will be demonstrated that can increase 
your ability to communicate complex data with a storytelling methodology. 
Based in the Stanford Creativity in Business program, these tools have a proven 
track record of building creativity and innovation in both people and organiza-
tions. 

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
•  enhance your ability to suspend judgment and overcome barriers to the 

creative process
• recognize the key factors required for personal creativity
• increase confidence in your creative abilities
• explore the four tools of creative thinking established at the Stanford 

Business School in the “Creativity in Business” program
• learn how to apply a series of creative techniques at work
• develop strategies and retention plans for key employees using a creative 

focus and values-based methodology

“If you want to tap the enormous inner resources you have 
within you, you must, I believe, rely on myth, story and meta-
phor to bring out who you are at core and the highest purpose 
of your life. But how do you do that? Use, don’t just read, 
this workbook.  In it Ginger Grant guides you to experiencing 
your life as a Hero’s Journey. She is a master teacher sharing 
exercises that you can use in a practical way to bring out your 
best in everyday life.  This is life-changing, world changing, 
absorbing and fun—especially if used with guidance on your 
own search for meaning and contribution in life.”

Michael Ray, PhD.
Banc One Professor of Creativity and Innovation
Stanford Graduate School of Business
Best-selling author of “Creativity in Business” and “The Highest Goal”
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Values-Based Leadership

Focus: Many organizational 
leaders understand the value 
of values in aligning behaviour 
with organizational goals. 
However, few understand the 
dynamic nature of values or 
how to manage the way values 
link together. Every individual, 
team and organization exhib-
its an interrelated set of three 
types of values: foundation 
values, focus or day-to-day 
operational values, and the 
“vision” values that exert a 
pull toward the future. These 
values represent a set of both 
conscious and unconscious 
priorities that drive organiza-
tional outcomes. Gaps in this 

set can result in vulnerabilities to both internal and external pressures: a 
‘house of cards.’ Understanding the values continuum results in sound personal, 
group and organizational structures and guides effective decision-making under 
pressure.

You will be introduced to values by first working with individual (your own), 
and then with group, and finally with organizational values. Our values soft-
ware is then used to generate a individual values map which can be aggregated 
into the group pattern of values-in-action.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• Discover more about yourself as a leader and your unique ability to lead
• Acquire an enhanced understanding of the difference between espoused val-

ues and values-in-action
• Build a working knowledge of values and how to apply that knowledge your 

own behaviour and goals
• Build a working knowledge of generational diversity 
• Develop a personal strategic plan for working with values
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Story as Strategy: Why it Works
Focus: Human capital requires investment. This session focuses on narrative methods 
to motivate and develop your best and brightest which bring out your creative energy. 
You will discover those branding practices that provide a positive impact on people re-
tention and succession planning while enhancing your external marketing effort. You 
will create and develop strategic narrative approaches for developing your talent 
throughout the organization and grow your leadership from within. Sometimes only by 
breaking old paradigms, can creativity flourish and grow.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• through breakthrough thinking, learn how to extend your brand through key staff re-

tention and development
• align internal performance management with external marketing
• avoid the common pitfalls of traditional HR
• learn how to handle emotion to enhance performance
• identify and overcome barriers to participation
• learn why “buy-in” is to be avoided
• identify core issues and the direction you need to move to enhance the brand experience
• build a storyboard for strategic planning purposes
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Succession Planning: 
Passing the Torch - Without Getting Burned

Focus: When your assets have feet, it becomes imperative for organizations to 
develop strategies to build and sustain a climate which actively supports reten-
tion and succession planning.  This workshop provides a comprehensive and 

practical to understanding the importance of mentoring. It shows how mentoring 
mediates between organizational values, behaviour change and effective 
decision-making, and shows how all of these elements are vital to accomplish-
ing ongoing professional development. 

Strategic Mentorship uses a strengths-based orientation to leverage both the 
natural strengths and abilities of the mentor as well as those being mentored. 

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE: 
• analyze your role in exemplifying corporate culture
• set your philosophy and intention in the mentoring

relationship
• understand leadership and organizational 

transformation
• selection and implementation of fundamental

assessment strategies and techniques 
• development of a long-term mentoring relationship to 

enhance the mentee’s capacities essential for higher 
leadership responsibilities and positions in your
organization.
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ReVisioning Retirement
Focus: Approximately half of our current workforce is facing retirement. In some 
organizations, numbers are higher. How can we re-vision the idea of retirement 
that permits retention of organ-
izational knowledge as well as 
meet the needs of those who 
wish to retire?  

Our quick fix – one-step civiliza-
tion provides us with every con-
venience to get ahead, advance 
and develop. If this is true, why 
are so many people voicing dis-
satisfaction with their lives and 
where they are? Perhaps we’ve 
become more focused with the 
destination rather than the jour-
ney. We’ve become distracted with the making of plans, rather than the living of 
life. 

Approaching the second half of life can be a chal-
lenge but also provides immense opportunity. 
Acquiring a clearer understanding of your own 
journey ultimately provides you with an under-
standing and respect of the journey of others. This 
understanding opens the lines of communication 
and opens new opportunities to engage, collabo-
rate and grow – in areas of your life. 

This session focuses on methods to motivate and 
develop alternative retirement plans that fit both the 

organization and the employee. Learn how re-visioning retirement can enhance an em-
ployer of choice program. To re-vision retirement means to re-vision a new beginning, 
perhaps even crafting a new career.

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE: 
• learn how to extend your brand through alternative retirement programs
• identify and target key employees for knowledge retention
• build knowledge banks and human capital
• enhance both your employee and customer experience
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Experiential Marketing: Why Memes Matter

Experiential Marketing - ensuring that your stakeholders have a pleasurable ex-
perience when purchasing goods or services, has been long the preferred ap-
proach for world-class organizations. To make experiences even more memora-
ble is to pay close attention to memes. As with any paradigm shift, memetics 
(the study of memes) doesn’t fit into our existing way of looking at the world. 
Memes are the basic building blocks of culture in the same way the gene is the 
basic building block of life. Memes are a basic unit of cultural transmission, 
something that is imitated and rapidly spreads throughout society. If you under-
stand your current cultural memes, you will have a competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. Narrative or storytelling can be used to carry memes - cultural 
DNA we wish to spread. 

KEYNOTES or HALF AND FULL-DAY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• uncover your own memes - the  unconscious rules that you hold 
• learn ways to access the unconscious - in yourself and others
• how to spot the tacit values in your organization - “the way things are done around 

here”
• come away with an basic understanding of the science of memetics and how it af-

fects brain behavior
• learn how to consciously work with memes
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What People Say
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Dr. Ginger Grant is a thoughtful and though-provoking speaker. She effectively 
wove her teachings into our convention theme with humour and with a focus on the 
mission of Big Brothers Big Sisters. After delivering her keynote address, Ginger 
was surrounded by delegates seeking more of her time and thoughts. Ginger is an 
accomplished speaker and storyteller, and was the perfect person to open our 
national convention.
   - Susan Climie, Director of Training
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada

As a speaker and a strategist, Ginger is inspiring, energizing, creative, passionate 
and unique. If this is not what you are looking for, move on. (Your loss!)
 - Sonia Poulin, Director, Alberta Law Libraries

Ginger Grant has worked with the Canadian Association of Career Educators and
Employers twice. Each time she has wowed audiences with her selection of
appropriate themes, compelling presentation style and expert knowledge base. In 
June 2009, Ginger was a featured speaker at the CACEE National On-Campus 
Recruitment Conference. Her talk on creativity in business, and why it’s essential to 
recognize and overcome barriers to creativity was extremely well received by all 
250 delegates. You can be sure that Ginger Grant’s presentation will be both on-
topic and entertaining, and that your organizing committee will be praised for 
offering such a terrific keynote speaker.
 - Anne Markey, Executive Director
Canadian Association of Career Educators and Employers (CACEE)

Ginger is a fantastic public speaker -- one who's able to connect with and energize 
an audience, no matter how varied the group may be. At a recent conference that I 
organized she wowed a crowd of media, tech, and online professionals with a pres-
entation on storytelling and its importance on a professional and personal level. 
Twitter was buzzing after the session. People described it as "amazing" and "best 
talk of the day." One of simplest comments was also one of the most emblematic: 
"Ginger! Love her!"

- Abraham Hyatt, Journalism Conference, Portland, Oregon

Ginger presented a workshop to the Administrators of Douglas College. She 
obtained rave reviews for her expertise, level of energy and how she challenged the 
participants in a positive, thought provoking and innovative manner. The title of the 
presentation was, "Creative Thoughts, Innovative Leaders: Turning Ideas in Action 
for the Future of Douglas College".  Speaker Top qualities: Personable, Expert, 
Creative.

- Victoria Acheson, Douglas College
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As Director of the Creative Intelligence Lab at Simon Fraser University, Ginger Grant 
was a tireless advocate for new approaches to both business and branding. A 
compelling combination of energy and ideas, her work used psychology to 
understand organizational behaviour and creativity to change it. I’m happy to 
recommend Ginger; she’s an exciting person to be around. 

- Nick Black, Vice President, Strategic Insight, Concerto Marketing Group

Ginger has an amazing ability to link things like creativity and storytelling to the 
business world. Thanks to Ginger, I understand the difference between reading/
talking about going from Good to Great to actually LIVING the idea. Her insight into 
people and her incredible ability to communicate are talents without equal.

- Stewart Marshall, Controller, Blast Radius

Ginger is a powerhouse of energy and intellect. She is clearly one of the most 
charismatic speakers I have encountered. Her professionalism is of the highest 
calibre!
- Kenton Hyatt, Consultant, Santa Cruz, CA

Ginger rocks! Stated mildly. She’s been instrumental in so many discussions 
regarding organizations, business and of course, creativity in said business. Thank 
you so much for your valuable insight. Without it, I’d be far, far behind.

- Rajesh Taneja, Emerging Entrepreneurs Organization

Ginger’s work will definitely send your company in new directions: and all for the 
better. If you’re seeking new ideas, a cutting edge outlook on business, or great 
success on a change initiative, you definitely need one of the most widely read, 
engaging and enthusiastic people I’ve ever met. Critical thinking doesn’t solve 
everything; you need creativity!

- Ashley Bennington, Fraser Valley Health Authority

Ginger integrates energy with intellect in a style that is variously funny, challenging, 
and serious. She draws on many sources to support her concepts with specific 
anecdotal evidence from the business world as well as statistics and documentation 
from academe. Truly inspiring – buy her book, see her talk or hire her on as a 
consultant – you will not be disappointed!

- Bill Archibald, Vancouver, BC

Ginger Grant is without a doubt one of the best speakers I have heard. Her 
presentation style is lively and engaging. I was able to retain a lot of valuable 
information thanks to her abilities. It is a pleasure to watch her in action!

- Judie Dahl, Dahl and Associates
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For the People who Plan
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Meeting Planners and Speakers Bureaus

Frequently Asked Questions:

1. Fee
2. Per Diem Bonus
3. Booking
4. Travel and Expenses
5. A/V Equipment and Room Set Up
6. Topics List and Program Suggestions
7. Contact

1. Current Fees

• For events within North America: the fee is $10,000 plus airfare and 
expenses. For flights over 5 hours, business class is required.

• For events held overseas, the fee is $15,000 plus business class airfare 
and expenses.

• Cruise events, retreats, or multiple days on the same contract, please 
contact us before you offer a fee to your client.

• A 60% deposit and a signed engagement contract will secure your 
date.

• The balance of the speaking fee is due on or 30 days before the 
presentation date (depending on what you have arranged in your 
contract). Any incidental expenses (meals, cab fare, etc.) will be billed 
immediately after the speaking engagement and are payable upon 
receipt.

2. Per Diem Bonus:

• All our engagements are considered per diem, meaning that Ginger 
will conduct an additional session (eg. keynote and concurrent semi-
nar) on the same day. This may be helpful in situations with a limited 
budget as you give your client ‘two’ speakers for the price of one.
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3. Booking

• The more advance notice you provide, the greater the likelihood you 
will get the date you want. If you have a specific date in mind, call us 
right away to confirm availability.

• Once we receive your deposit, the date will be held and not be avail-
able to anyone else. If you prefer to work with your favourite Speakers 
Bureau, have them call us.

4. Travel

• Please have the client make necessary hotel arrangement and book to 
your master account. Non-smoking is required. Ginger prefers to arrive 
the day before the event.

• We usually make our own travel arrangements and will itemize clearly 
on our invoice. We will work with your travel agent if that is preferable.

5. A/V Equipment and Room SetUp

• Ginger will typically have her support visuals created on a Mac and will 
bring her laptop with presentation and handout materials.

• No mike required is optimal. Otherwise, a cordless lapel microphone is 
preferred. A handheld cordless microphone is the third choice. If a 
corded microphone is supplied, please ensure it has a long cord as 
Ginger moves around the room.

• For seminars, participants seated at round tables are preferred to 
maximize experiential learning and ease of interaction. Three 6-8 foot 
tables will be needed to set up images for seminars. These tables 
should be easily accessible on all sides to facilitate image selection.

• An LCD projector and large screen are used in presentations.
• If books, workbooks and/or tapes are permitted to be sold at the 

event, a 6-8 foot table would be required inside the meeting room.
• A copy of the presentation materials will be made available to the 

meeting planner/conference organizer prior to the event.

6. Topic List and Program Suggestions
Programs are available in a variety of formats including keynote pres-
entations, half-day or full day seminars or longer term training work-
shops. 
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7. Contact

You can book Ginger directly 
by calling 647-983-9799, or 
by email at 
gingergrant@me.com

Book Review Blog: 
www.mythginger.com

Social Media:

LinkedIn:
Ginger Grant, PhD

Facebook:
Ginger Grant

Follow Ginger on Twitter:
@MythGinger
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